
Improving Scanned 
and Digital Images
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Cropped, added space above
Color corrected greenish cast
Lit candles, removed object above
Could have fixed shoulder tan
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 Feel free to ask questions, if you are confused others probably are
 It will also help me improve this class

 Some topics will be emphasized more depending on what the class 
members want or need

 We will be doing hands-on exercises

 You may bring some of your own images
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 Images at 300/360 dpi to print same size
 To print twice as big, double dpi
 To reduce surface pattern try 4x dpi

 35mm negatives/slides at least 2400 dpi
 Some flatbeds include film holders
 Dedicated film scanners can do a better job faster

 Most scanner software does a pretty good job of moiré and 
color fixing

 Scan in color, do NOT save as JPG or PDF, use TIFF or PSD
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 Often photo in frame can’t be removed

 If available use raw image format

 Never use digital zoom

 Closeup filters, macro/micro lenses or extension tubes

 Keep photo and camera parallel

 Tripod makes it easier

 Lights and diffusers

 Flashes are often difficult, but can be used
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 Must have Dixie ID to logon and use Lightroom and Photoshop
 You can of course bring your own computer

 Examples files can be downloaded from www.nohrphoto.com

 Save your work in Cloud or on portable USB drive if you want to 
take it home and work on it
 This is important because user files get erased by DSU!
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Repairing the effects of age and mileage
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 Dust, spots, and blotches

 Cracks, scratches, tears, emulsion damage

 Mold and fungus growth

 Missing pieces

 Faded color and contrast

 Pen and ink damage, don’t write on the picture!

 Silvering
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 Best dealt with during scanning
 Scan at high dpi, then reduce
 Concentrate on important areas
 Sometimes take several scans or photos

 Try soft light and polarizers
 Silvering, bronzing, shoot at an angle
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 Photoshop CC (Creative Cloud)
 This is not an exhaustive class on PS, it is a huge program, but we 

will only need a few tools to make big improvements
 Much of what we use will also be in Photoshop Elements

 Photoshop Lightroom Classic CC
 We’ll look at some of the tools and use as image manager

 Lightroom CC
 This is the new cloud based LR, not covered in this class
 We will assume Lightroom to mean Lightroom Classic

 Scanner software can also do some of the initial repairs
 Color, contrast, and dust

 Photoshop and Lightroom are $9.99/month
 30 day free trial to see if you like it 11



Against

 Pay every month

 You don’t “own” the 
program (note that most 
EULA’s say you don’t own it 
either)

 Lose access to LR catalog 
when you cancel

 Almost the cost of a good 
pizza or a haircut

Advantages

 New features and bug fixes 
are immediately available

 Support for new cameras

 Always compatible with 
latest OS versions

 Predictable cost, you don’t 
have to upgrade at random 
times
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 Internet access

 Phone service

 Rent or mortgage

 Utilities

 Insurance

 Car payments

 Medical and dental insurance

 $25/month car washes!
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 Acdsee ($39 to $99)

 Affinity Photo ($49)

 Paintshop Pro

 Mac only: Aperture, but it has been discontinued

 Linux: Gimp (might be available for Windows and Mac) (free)

 Pixelmator Pro

 Adobe Lightroom 6 (no more updates) ($149)

 Should have bought 30 shares of ADBE stock. ($80 to $200 in 3 
years, would have paid for 10 years worth)
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 It is a perfectly good image editor
 Although we won’t use it in this class
 Many basic Photoshop features and even a few tricks of its own

 It includes an image browser/organizer

 $99 list (can often find discounts)
 Remember that upgrade versions cost $69 and are released every 

12 to 18 months

 Compare to Adobe Lightroom/Photoshop for $9.99/month and 
you always have the latest version
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 It is not Photoshop!

 It does have many of the same features
 Cropping, healing, brushes, adjustment layers, layers, clone, etc
 It is lacking the channels view

 The interface is simplified but very different from PS
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 Lightroom
 Library
 Develop and other modules 

including operations
 Non-destructive editing

 Photoshop
 Tabs
 Toolbar
 Settings above

 Full set of complex tools
 Assumes you are expert

 Elements
 Organizer
 No other modules, but some 

operations are available
 No editing at all

 Image Editor
 No tabs, uses filmstrip
 Tools in pane
 Settings below

 Subset of simplified tools
 Has guides to help and 

useful tools, like eye opener
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 This class is about restoration and improvement of old photos

 It is not a class about extensive compositing or fashion 
retouching
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 Files
 Explain jpg, psd, bmp, tiff, pdf, etc.

 Destructive and non-destructive editing

 Color corrections and improvements

 Dust and scratches

 Tears and missing parts, physical damage

 Contrast and brightness

 Cropping and straightening
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 Photo Restoration & Retouching, Katrin Eismann
 3rd edition, very out of date with current tools, 4th edition estimated 

for March 2018

 Photograph Restoration & Enhancement, Vickie Ellen Wolper

 Many other books  and videos can be found by searching the 
web, including Amazon and YouTube

 www.KelbyOne.com (formerly NAPP)

 www.Lynda.com
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 Martin.nohr@dixie.edu

 www.nohrphoto.com
 Download files for this class
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 Make a backup copy just in case…

 Adjust image size as necessary
 For screen only just count pixels
 For print need (300 or 360) ppi

 Crop and straighten image as needed

 Remove color cast
 Often a result of aging
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 Adjust contrast and levels

 Repair physical damage
 Spots, tears, scratches, dust, etc.

 Adjustments in targeted areas
 Masking is used for this

 Sharpening depending on use
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 Lightroom and Photoshop

 Both have their strengths

 LR can do many things easily and quickly
 Color adjustments are quick and easy in LR
 Printing and file output is easier
 Collection management

 PS will be needed for some jobs
 Masked adjustments and layers
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Lightroom

 Files are never modified, 
changes are applied for 
viewing, exporting and 
printing

 Everything saved 
automatically

 All changes are saved and 
can be undone even after 
exiting and returning to LR

Photoshop

 Opens and works on files 
that are saved

 Modifies the file

 Changes cannot be undone 
after exiting
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 Yes, it is a big powerful professional program that does almost 
everything

 You don’t have to learn all of it to be useful

 We will take small manageable bites and chew them well

 So, don’t be afraid, you have a guide!
 And the internet has many tutorials
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 File management

 Color, contrast and other 
controls

 Layers
 Blend modes

 Adjustment layers

 Layer masks

 Clone stamp
 Content aware

 Healing brush
 Spot and area

 Filters
 Sharpening
 Dust removal

 Exporting & printing
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 Great tool for managing photo collection

 Keyword/metadata searching

 Never modifies the original image file
 This is a really big deal! The originals are treated like negatives and will 

never be damaged by editing, editing can instantly be undone, even 
after saving

 Virtual copies, try different ideas

 Excellent basic editing tools
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 Archive and retrieve, 
keywords

 Basic photo editing

 Works well with Photoshop

 Publishing to web, books, 
pdf

 Printing

 Inherently non-destructive

 Contrast, color, exposure, 
noise, cropping, dust, etc.

 Not the best for physical 
damage
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A Quick Introduction
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Photoshop
Edits 

Image 
Files

One or more drives with 
images
•These files can be modified by PS

Export
•Files
•Printer
•Web
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Lightroom
Manages 

everything

One or more drives 
with images
•These file are not modified 
by LR

Preview files, 
thumbnails

Catalog holding information about 
each image
•How to process it
•Color, crop, distort, noise, etc.

•Metadata
•Name, title, copyright, date, people, etc.

•File Location
•Edit history

Export
•Files
•Printer
•Web
•Books
•Slideshow
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 LR shows a catalog, looks at 
all the photos

 You select one or more to 
edit

 No open or save command

 PS is traditional editor

 Use explorer or bridge to 
open a file

 Must save after editing
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 Not as easy as Lightroom
 Because it is automatic in LR

 Done with extra layers and smart objects
 This results in larger files
 Also a little bit of extra work

 Why do it?
 Because it can be changed later
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 Import (get the images into LR)

 Export (get images out of LR)

 Library (browsing, searching, comparing)

 Develop (editing)

 Map (shows location, requires geo-tags)

 Book (coffee table books)

 Slideshow

 Print

 Web (photo collections)
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1. Import images

2. Add keywords to aid searching later

3. Examine images
Delete bad ones, improves your reputation!

4. Select keepers, edit as necessary

5. Output to web, PDF slides, print, or book

6. Later: search collection for further work
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 Images are never modified directly, so backup copies aren’t 
needed, but you can use virtual copies if you want to try 
different treatments
 Virtual copies use very little disc space

 There is no “save” command, everything is recorded and saved 
as you work
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 Open file to edit, perhaps from Lightroom

 Edit file

 Save file
 If opened from Lightroom, thumbnails and metadata will be 

automatically updated

 File can be opened anytime for more editing, or printing 
(easier from LR)
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 Some photos do not need to be restored, but should be archived
 Good enough
 Not too interesting
 Too difficult to improve

 Pick the easy ones you would enjoy first
 This will build your skills and confidence

 Archive the others for later work
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 Good enough is often amazing to others

 Do not expect to be “perfect”
 Even slight improvements are good
 Don’t overdo editing, it is ok to look a little old

 You will get better with practice
 Never give up, but take a break occasionally
 Especially when you feel like throwing the mouse
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Easy

 Color, contrast

 Dust, small scratches

 Cropping

 Sharpening (sort of)

Harder

 Tears, missing pieces

 Face parts

 Stains, blotches

 Background replacement
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Where did HAL go?

What computer and accessories are useful

Get the best you can afford, video and ram
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 Mac or PC, both are fine, LR/PS similar
 Swap command/control and option/alt

 Good video card will speed things up

 Sufficient ram and disk space

 External or network drives for backups
 Don’t lose your work or your images!
 Time machine or Windows 10 backup
 Acronis, NovaBackup, Carbonite, etc.
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 A Wacom graphic pen tablet is handy
 There are other brands available

 Mouse is better than touchpad, but pens and touchscreens that 
you can write on are even better
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 Wacom Cintiq graphic display is ideal
 You can draw right on the screen $$$

 For color work monitor should (must!) be calibrated or certified 
to at least sRGB
 Adobe RGB is better but $$$
 Many lower cost LCD’s have poor color

 Can manually calibrate but more accurate to use monitor 
calibration device
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 X-Rite ColorMunki

 Datacolor Spyder5

 Windows 10 “display color calibration”
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 Lightroom for managing collection
 Basic editing
 Printing
 Publishing to books and web

 Photoshop
 More advanced image editing

 Both together cost $9.99/month
 Don’t forget the 30 day free trial
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Helps you understand color and how to manipulate it

I’m feeling blue today, I need some yellow
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 Any color can be made up by mixing varying amounts of primaries

 Two sets of primary colors are used in digital photography
 RGB (red, green, blue)
 Additive, things that glow, like monitors

 CMY{K} (cyan, magenta, yellow, {black})
 Subtractive, things that absorb, like paper

Not the same as you learned in school with crayons!
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 Photoshop supports LAB and others

 Useful for some things, but beyond the scope of this class
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 Often shown as byte values (0, 255, 255)

 Sometimes shown as (100%, 0%, 100%)

 255 is 100% of a single byte value

 What is (255, 255, 255)?

 What is (50, 50, 50)? Or (0, 0, 0)?

 How about (255, 0, 0)?

 (100, 100, 0)?
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 Understanding the color wheels will help you fix image color 
problems or to use colors creatively

 Learn the relationships
 R+B=M
 R+G=Y
 B+G=C
 Etc.

Opposites
• R ~ C
• G ~ M
• B ~ Y
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Notice how each two form a color 
that is the opposite of the third 
color
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Did somebody mention pixies?

I need to get them out of my garden
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Notice each block has a color and brightness. 59



All you have to do is make them small enough so you can’t see them.
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 Confusing terminology
 Sometimes it means to pixel counts
 Sensor size in MegaPixels

 Sometimes it refers to pixel density
 Printing pixels per inch, often dots per inch is incorrectly used

 Sometimes it refers to scanning
 Pixels per inch
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 PPI pixels per inch
 300 minimum PPI for scanning photos
 It depends on the end use, printing or display

 2400 or better for 35mm slides or negatives
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 Using a camera is often best choice

 If picture is curled, then flatbed is better
 Have to scan multiple parts and combine
 Turn off auto color corrections
 It will likely give different colors on each part

 Combine parts in Photoshop using File | Automate | Photomerge
 Choose the Reposition type
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Blend on Blend off
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This picture (16”x 20”)was 
stored rolled up in a 
drawer in Hawaii. It was 
badly curled and has 
major mold damage. It 
also has cracks and 
missing pieces of the 
emulsion. The color has 
faded somewhat.

The two scans have now 
been merged and the 
image is awaiting the 
magic touch of the image 
restoration artist!



 It is simply the number of pixels that matter, your display might 
have 640x480, 1600x1200, 1920x1440 or even larger

 The pixel density can vary between monitors (although it is 
often 72 to 96 PPI)
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 Often incorrectly called DPI dots per inch
 DPI is how many little ink dots in a pixel

 Need 300 PPI for HP and 360 for Epson

 Can use 600 and 720, but doesn’t look much different, just 
prints slower

 In Photoshop use resize to see effects
 Try with and without resample checkbox

 Much easier to print from Lightroom
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50dpi

100dpi
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300dpi

600dpi

1200dpi 71



 Many scanners and cameras can set the bit depth

 8 is enough most of the time

 16 is better if you need to make major image adjustments, but 
the files will be twice as big
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73

Use levels to 
brighten
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What they are and when to use which for what
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Compressed

 Reduces file size by 
removing redundancies

 Two kinds
 Lossy, some detail is lost 

(JPG)
 Non-lossy, nothing is lost 

(PSD, TIFF)

Uncompressed

 Big files, but no data is ever 
lost

 BMP, TIFF(sometimes), 
others
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 JPEG

Resolution loss

Should NEVER be 
edited and re-saved, 
image rot (generation 
loss)
 Exception: Lightroom, it 

does not modify the 
original image

Use for eMail or Web

Non-lossy

No loss of quality

Save in PSD, 
TIFF(LZW) or other 
non-lossy format, 
editing does not 
damage image

Easily convert to JPG 
for sharing
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- re-compression causes problem, happens on cropping or quality settings etc.
- IF you don’t change size or jpg settings the quality loss can be minimal
- Top is original, bottom is 6 pixel crop and save 4 times
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 JPG for email and sharing, not editing
 Although Lightroom treats it special

 TIFF or PSD for editing in Photoshop
 Lightroom understands “all” formats
 However, it is possible to use Adobe Raw as a non-destructive filter 

on a smart object in PS

 PDF for mixed text and photos used as output format, not good 
for editing
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 Raw file format
 Better adjustments are possible
 Maximum image detail stored
 Lightroom and other programs convert automatically to something 

that can be edited

 JPG
 Should never be edited and saved in Photoshop unless non-

destructive method
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 Use non-lossy file format like TIFF if available instead of JPG

 If driver supports it, > 8 bits per channel

 Scan B&W in color mode, it will give more information for 
corrections and improvements later

 Some scanners save in PDF, do not use
 It is more trouble to extract the image to edit
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 Data that is attached to the image file
 Automatically has date, camera settings, and GPS if available

 Add keywords, copyright, etc.

 Can save names, places, events, etc.

 Software can search contents

 Either stored in image file or as “sidecar”
 Jpeg and tiff/psd store in file
 Some formats use a sidecar file (xmp)
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It’s not the hysteria-gram!

They said there would be no math!

It’s just a bar graph, but so very important and useful.
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 One of the most important tools you need to understand the image 
light quality

 It’s a bar graph showing the count of pixels at each brightness level
 Black on left
 White on right
 Optionally sometimes a graph for each color

 A glance will tell you much

 Keep your eye on it while editing
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 Spikes show loss of data, E.G. when adjacent pixels combined

 Holes = loss of data when pixels spread

 Crowding black side = poor shadow detail

 Crowding white side = poor highlight detail

 Crowding in middle = low contrast
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Managing the image collection
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How do I get my pictures into LR, and where are they?

Let’s import the example images.
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The library module is where we look at things, and where we 
can search to find them
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The develop module is where we do colors, crops, and many 
other image corrections
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I only want to keep what is important

But LR doesn’t lose cropped pixels, they can be recovered 
anytime
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 ‘r’ command in develop for crop tool

 Use three goblins.jpg

 While we’re here, lets try some other develop operations
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Use white tool in develop
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Lightroom or 
Photoshop
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 Really blue.jpg

 Faded bill.jpg

 Faded color.jpg

 Faded color-2.jpg

 Faded color-3.jpg
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This is dusty, let’s clean it up.

And what about those ugly stains?
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 Spot tool, clone and heal
 Clone replaces, heal copies texture only

 Must use for each spot

 Can also be used on areas

 Automatically picks source, but can be changed later

 Checkbox, “Visualize Spots”
 Helps to see the dust sometimes
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 Color spots.jpg
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When did this become a verb?
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First a quick look at PS Elements tools

Use the manager to look at your files, a bit like Adobe 
Bridge, but much simplified
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 Adobe Bridge

 PS open, save, save as

 However: Lightroom is excellent for file management and can 
directly call Photoshop for things not easy to do in Lightroom
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I want to look closer at something before I use a hammer on it
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 Space – to move view (same as hand tool)

 Ctrl+ to zoom in

 Ctrl- to zoom out

 Ctrl0 to fill window

 Ctrl+space to zoom with mouse 

 Alt, shift, and control often modify tools in useful ways

 Letters choose various tools, lower/upper
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It can be set to a single column.
Icons can be rearranged.
They can be removed and added 
so your most commonly used tools 
are visible. All tools are always 
available under the … icon.
If the … icon is not visible just 
select another tool. It shows the 
last tool you used that isn’t on the 
default tool palette. As seen on the 
right here.
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Controlling the View
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 The image contains your pixels

 The canvas is the workspace

 Initially they are the same

 Expand the canvas to provide some working room when 
necessary

 Crop later to get rid of extra space
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 Ctrl+/-/0

 Scrubby zoom

 Drag marquee

 Click and alt click for zoom in and out

 The ‘F’ key, screen mode (also tab)

 Space bar as hand

 Ctrl space (alt) zoom no matter what tool

 Navigator window
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 Useful when multiple files opened

 You can even drag a tab away into its own window, and put it 
back again
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How to improve images
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 Photoshop
 Cropping
 Color adjustments
 Levels, curves, etc.
 Dust & scratch filters

 Scanner software
 Descreening, eliminate Moiré patterns
 Restore fading
 Levels, curves, etc.
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 Clone stamp

 Healing brush

 Spot healing

 Content aware cloning
 Repair damaged or missing backgrounds

 Layer masks

 RGB channels
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Destructive

 Changes are permanent 
and can’t be changed later

 Almost anything you do to 
the image and save

Non-Destructive

 Changes can be reversed 
or modified later

 Use special Photoshop tools
 Layers and smart objects
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 Copy layers and work on the new layer
 Makes file bigger

 Use layer masks to limit visibility

 Use adjustment layers instead of changing the pixels in a layer

 Convert image to a “smart object”

 NOTE: Lightroom always does non-destructive editing
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 Think of the layers as a stack of aligned images that you look at 
from the top

 Any transparent areas let you see the next layer down

 The transparency and blending rules can be adjusted for each 
layer (advanced)
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Bitmap or image

 Contains pixels, some of 
which may be transparent

 Can have a mask that hides 
some of the image, I.E. 
makes part of it transparent

 Overall transparency can 
be adjusted

 Blend modes control how it 
interacts with lower layers

Adjustment

 Affects the underlying 
image information in 
various ways

 Can be set to affect all 
lower layers or only the first 
one

 Often used to affect color, 
levels, brightness, 
saturation etc. of image(s) 
below it
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 Acts like an image layer

 Allows to use of filters and other controls that do not 
permanently modify the pixels and can be modified later

 Very useful for sharpening, blurring, and many other effects

 Since the source pixels are not changed this is extremely useful
 If you decide reduce the amount of blur added it can be done
 With a normal layer this would have been impossible since the pixels 

were changed
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 The background layer is special, it is always on the bottom of 
the stack and some commands do not work on it until it is 
converted to a normal layer

 Double-clicking will convert it to a normal layer which can then 
also be named to help stay organized
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The crop tool, down to the bare essentials

NOTE: The crop tool has an option to straighten as well
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 Try image tilted.jpg

 Try manual, notice cursor when outside

 Ruler (ctrl or button) drag line

 Classic checkbox

 Overlay options
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 Crop, straighten, tilt, and rotate all at once

 Click once on each of 4 corners or just drag a box around 
important part

 Can adjust corners and rotate and shift crop mask until the  
is clicked
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 Try tilted church jpg
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 Sometimes there is a shiny reflective surface on the print due to 
silver ion migration

 Sometimes the picture sticks to the glass

 Try soft light and if necessary tilt the photo, it can be 
straightened later

 Sometimes a polarizer can help
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 Try reflection tilt.jpg
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 Try surface reflection tilted.jpg
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 Magic

 Make sure “classic mode” is not checked

 “content aware” checkbox in crop tools can be used to fill in 
blank areas

 Let’s experiment with dry lake.jpg
 Extend crop to side
 Try bottom, fails badly!
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 Try trees and road tif

 Extend road a bit to the right
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Guide lines and straightening images
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Drag guides
From rulers
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 The dreaded evil relative at the reunion

 Modern cameras use pre-flash to prevent

 Open red eye.jpg

 Exorcism tool is under the healing brush 

 Also try Lightroom to see a different way
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Multiple Photos in one scan

File | Automate | Crop and Straighten Photos

Try with multiscan.tif
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We all fade with time, but not always in the same way
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 Scanner software can often do a remarkable job during 
scanning

 PS Curves/Levels, black, white, grey and auto

 Auto button is similar to Lightroom grey tool, but much more 
adjustable
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 I don’t recommend using it

 It’s a very blunt instrument

 But it is sometimes useful
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No, this is not a description of a race track!
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 Used to set black, white, and gray points

 The auto button can often get things close
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 Used to set black, white, and gray points anywhere in between

 “S” curves for + or – contrast

 The auto button can often get things close
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Feel free to experiment
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 Nurse low contrast.jpg

 Faded.jpg

 Use level adjustment

 Alternatively use curves

 Try others
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Color, let’s restore the faded glory
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 Trees and road.tif

 Faded bill.jpg

 Faded color.jpg

 Faded colors*.jpg
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Examine how clone and healing tools work
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 Spots easy.jpg

 Use healing brush
 Note that it works best with short strokes, not long ones
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Dust is everywhere!

It’s a noun and a verb, and the verb has two meanings, to add 
or to remove, very confusing. 
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 Start by cleaning the image before scanning to start with as 
little as possible

 Removing dust automatically is a trade-off between spots and 
sharpness
 Masking preserves sharpness where needed

 Do them one at a time if there aren’t too many, use dust filter if 
too many spots
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Photos aren’t always lovingly protected
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 Clone stamp

 Healing brushes
 Spot
 Patch

 Sometimes use clone followed by healing
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 Used to copy pixels from one area to another

 To set the source location:
 Hold the ALT key down, the cursor changes to a target
 Move the target to the desired location with the mouse
 Left click
 Release the ALT key
 Move the cursor to the area you want to copy to
 Hold the left button down and drag the mouse around to paint
 Release the mouse button when you’re done
 Move the mouse and use the left button to drag another area
 If “aligned” is not checked the source stays the same
 If “aligned” is checked the source will follow the mouse motion
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161

Flip horizontal to repair ears, faces, hands, 
clothing, etc.
Show this panel – Window | Clone Source
Can also rotate the angle if needed.

Try fixing the eye in 
surface scratch and 
blue stain-01.jpg



 Instead of copying pixels it copies the texture and blends the 
colors while painting, this is good for covering scratches and 
spots

 Follow the previous clone stamp instructions

 Remember to use short strokes
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 Instead of copying from a source it looks around the current 
area

 There is no need to set the source with the ALT key, in fact, if 
you try you will get an error message
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Let’s look at layers, channels, masks and smart objects
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 Applies filters without changing the pixels so the filter settings 
can be changed later

 We will mostly use adjustment layers in this class, but you will 
want to experiment with smart objects in the future as your 
skills and confidence improve
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Examine color tools, hue/saturation, curves, levels, color filters
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What? Somebody spilled coffee on my precious photos?
My grandchild used a red marker pen where?
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Examine channels
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 Does NOT have the ability to examine the color channels

 Does NOT have a channel mixer

 However: can use the convert to B&W and adjust sliders
 Not as easy, but can result in improvements to the image
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 R – mostly contrast

 G – lots of detail

 B – most noise
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 Lots of old pictures get a yellow color

 They weren’t that way originally

 Yellowed.jpg
 Examine channels, then use channel mixer with red filter
 Next levels to restore contrast
 Healing for some spots

 Try B&W adjustment layer
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- Image Adjustments or Layer New Adjustment 
Layer

- Try on yellowed.jpg
- Follow with levels, auto
- Then smart sharpen
- Don’t forget to crop!
- Heal will take care of the line
- Use Tint to add some sepia back
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 If lucky, the color staining is mostly on one color channel

 Inkscribbles.jpg

 Scan in color
 This is why!
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- Select color range
- Add hue/saturation adjustment layer
- Lower saturation to 0%
- Ctrl-j to copy layer a few times
- Mark and make group
- Use heal on spots
- Use noise filter
- Levels to bring back contrast
- Finally add smart sharpen filter
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- Examine channels, use channel mixer
- Then clone and heal
- Levels to restore contrast
- This one is tough!



The view may be fuzzy, but we can make it better

But sometimes it is better to leave it alone or even to blur

Sharpening can create artifacts, use carefully!

Make sure you view at 100% to see effect accurately
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Need a fast computer
Stay with lo-res 
images

Most useful

Simple presets

Smart Sharpen can 
handle lens blur, 
gaussian and motion blur
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1. Duplicate layer

2. Filter | other | high pass
1. Adjust to see edges

3. Change layer mode to overlay

4. Voila!

5. Can adjust transparency if too strong
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Let’s try to make things sharper
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 Old photos-07.jpg

 Sharpen(more) can repeated with ctrl-alt-f
 Try several times
 Restore image with F12
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 Needs to be leveled.jpg

 Steps
 Crop with content aware
 Clone and heal to fix shoes
 Levels, try auto button
 Spots
 Smart sharpen, gaussian setting
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When might blurring be needed?

Patterned or embossed paper

Use the surface blur filter
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Surface blur filter
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This is not only for swimwear

Contrast, brightness, shadows and highlights
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These are the ones 
used to control 
brightness and 
contrast
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Maybe it needs cooking?
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 Raw files from a camera need to be processed before editing

 Camera raw can also act as a filter on a layer or a smart layer

 On a smart layer it is non-destructive, the settings can be 
changed anytime
 This is a great feature
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Experiment with Camera Raw filter
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 Can be applied to a layer

 To use non-destructively:
 Convert to smart object
 Add camera raw filter
 OR: simply duplicate the layer to keep the original one around, 

bigger file!

 Among many controls is a good noise filter
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Mostly useful for digital camera images
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Removing things we don’t want

Visual clutter, but use with discretion!
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 Copies stuff from one area to another

 The original PS tool to remove or add things

 Healing brush and content aware tools are more sophisticated, 
but the clone stamp is still useful in many cases
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 Used to fix up areas

 Simple example, remove window.jpg

 Visual clutter*.jpg
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 Remove window.jpg

 Use healing brush or clone stamp
 Try both
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 Remove leash.jpg

 Draw loose selection

 Use Edit|Fill with content aware option

 Usually some refining is also needed
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 Pole in distracting pole.jpg

 Try clone, patch and healing on haybale in tractor field.jpg

 Remove distracting branches in coast tree.jpg
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 Try on surface scratch and blue stain.jpg

 Select good color on jacket

 Paint over stained areas
 Make sure continuous sampling is on
 Could make a selection first of the jacket to ensure nothing is 

accidentally painted
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I don’t want to change the whole world, just part of it
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 Geometric
 Marquee tools (m)

 Freehand
 Lasso tools (l)

 Edge-based
 Quick selection (w, not q!)

 Color-based
 Magic wand (w)
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 Another tool under the select menu

 Use eye-dropper to choose color

 Often better than magic wand
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 Refine Selection (under select and mask button), use after first 
selection
 Extremely useful tool, takes some practice
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 The drawing pen can also be used
 Only touch on briefly in this class
 Freeform draw, then r-click convert to mask
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 Marching ants

 Ctrl+h to hide/unhide

 Ctrl+d to unselect

 Q for quickmask on and off
 Shows masked area, good to check for flaws
 Can paint on mask
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We might have 
missed this
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The Marquee tools

Rectangle and ellipse
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Free-hand drawing

Lasso, magnetic and polygonal lasso
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Color-based

Selection done by looking for similar colors
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Edges

Quick selection paints selection looking for edges
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 Red flower.jpg

 Try both color range and Quick selection

 Hue and saturation adjust, or any control, see how only masked 
area is affected
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 It depends… 

 Learn how to use all of them, they each have their strengths and 
weaknesses
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 Remove leash.jpg
 Use lasso tool to draw a loose selection
 Edit | Fill, choose Content Aware
 Can also easily remove the badge
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Controlling changes that can be edited later

Mostly start with a selection, can be modified later
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Save selection as channel

Load using menu or ctrl click on channel
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Turn selection into layer mask

Display layer mask

Edit layer mask
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In a fit of anger we tore this photo to pieces, but now we’re 
friends again!
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1. Select each piece (quick 
selection or other)

2. Selection to layer (r-click)
3. Ruler to straighten
4. Move pieces to line up
5. Flatten
6. Healing brush
7. Artistic repairs to missing 

parts

For 2, could use layer mask to 
avoid losing any pixels. To do 
this first copy the whole layer. 
Then select and add mask.
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1. Make 4 duplicate layers, rename to “top left”, “top right”, etc.

2. On each layer use quick selection to select the image
1. Add layer mask from the selection,         (found in layer panel)
2. Use the ruler tool to straighten either vertical or horizontal edge
3. Use move tool to get piece close, then arrow keys to nudge

3. Note that the layer masks can be edited if some parts were 
missing

4. Flatten the image after everything looks good (menu: Layer | 
Flatten Image)

5. Use clone and healing brush tools to fix cracks and missing 
parts
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Try this one, cracks and splotches.jpg

Also notice the pant leg he is pulling up
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Cloud

Internal/External drives

Where do we keep things?

LOCKSS (lots of copies keep stuff safe)
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 Camera

 Hard disc on computer
 It will fail someday

 External network drives

 USB hard drives

 USB flash drives
 10 year life, but as long as you refresh OK

 Cloud
 Trust others to not lose images

 Optical – CD, DVD, BD
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Local

 Buy more drives as you 
need space

 You have control

 Should also store offsite

Cloud

 Free until you hit limit, then 
monthly

 You trust them

 You should also keep a 
copy locally
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 Files are stored in huge service centers

 Copies in multiple places

 Local copy on your drive is synched
 If you edit with no internet, the changed file will be copied when 

you connect again
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 You are trusting a company

 They might get bought

 They might go out of business

 They might change pricing

 Cost increases as you store more
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 They do fail eventually
 Often without warning

 Theft

 Accidental erasure

 Run out of space, buy more
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 Cloud is good
 Stick with large reputable companies

 Local is good
 Buy new drives and refresh your copies

 Do both at least, keep your valuables safe
 If you don’t trust cloud then your own offsite
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Google Drive

Microsoft OneDrive

Apple iCloud
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How to backup your files so they don’t get lost

Preservation for posterity, or anyone who cares
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 Mac – Time Machine
 Keeps different versions in time

 Windows – Backup
 Keeps different versions in time

 Beyond Compare
 A tool to compare and reconcile folders
 Great for figuring out what was changed
 Does not keep time versions, it replaces
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There’s nothing like an 8x10 glossy print
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 Inkjet
 Pigment
 Dye

 Laser

 Photo

 Sublimation
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 Printer profiles are necessary for super accurate results
 Manufacturers often supply
 Costco has .icc files for their big prints
 Use photoshop to preview

 Can make your own, requires special hardware

 Let the printer try to do a good job

 Print a test image to see how it looks
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 The print module
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 Easy to do more than one per page
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 Easy to do multiples per page
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 Save named printer settings and images
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 Can create folders that are automatically synced with all your 
mobile devices

 Editing anywhere will update all of them

247



 Print dialog

248
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